
TRANSFORMING THE WAY THE WORLD WORKS

DATASHEET

Features & Benefits
 ► Supported on all android devices: Juniper Allegro 3, 

Zebra Mc3300 and MC9300, and  the new Trimble 
Ranger 5

 ► Easy to use and navigate: Auto-repeat/skip field 
capabilities minimize data entry 

 ► Voice - activated capabilities

 ► Synchronizes with LIMS via WiFi or Cell

 ► Complete load/log review and edit routines

 ► Interfaces with information-capturing software 
such as bar code scanners and printers

 ► Species, grade and product price tables for costing 
logs and loads while you scale

 ► Immediate log volume display with load totals

 ► Ensure data integrity through full audit controls

 ► Lifetime customer support service

ScaleWiz is a comprehensive, easy-to-use scaling 
application for use in the forestry industry to make 
it quick and easy to transmit log-level details from 
harvest to mill. The app ties scale data back to all 
related contracts. The digital transaction of log-level 
details speeds revenue and payment collection and 
improves timber security.

LIMS INTEGRATION

ScaleWiz is designed to work exclusively with 
Trimble’s Log Information Management System 
(LIMS). ScaleWiz works bi-directionally with LIMS 
providing a user-friendly interface from field to 
office. The app can collect data while out of cell 
range which then syncs as soon as the device has 
a Wi-Fi signal. The bi-directional capabilities of 
ScaleWiz ensure that it provides the highest levels of 
information accuracy, security and reliability.  

USER-FRIENDLY

ScaleWiz is designed to minimize manual data entry. 
It is programmed to provide simple drop-down 
menus based on geographical area of operation. 
All fields can be configured in LIMS to make the 
most commonly used fields the easiest to select. 
The app has voice-activated capabilities and speed 
key assignments to auto-fill sections. Piece-scale 
log data collected from Scalewiz is used as source 
information for a variety of LIMS settlements, as well 
as internal and ministry reporting requirements.

ANDROID-BASED

ScaleWiz runs on Android-based devices. User 
friendly, easy to navigate, this next generation 
scaling app takes advantage of the many affordable 
high-performance android phones and tablets  
available today, like the Juniper Allegro 3 and Zebra 
McC3300 and MC9300.  Additionally, it will work on 
the new Trimble Ranger 5, scheduled for a March 
2021 release. 

SCALING RULES

ScaleWiz supports all standard scaling rules, for 
example, Scribner (East, West), Doyle, International, 
Open Scale, and Smalian, in order to comply with 
regional scaling requirements. 
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Contact Us

Contact Sales Manager Calum MacKay
to arrange a demo:

Phone: 
+ 1  604 368 0566  

Email: 
calum_mackay@trimble.com 


